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Synergy of Topoisomerase and Structural-Maintenance-of-Chromosomes Proteins
Creates a Universal Pathway to Simplify Genome Topology
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Universita` degli Studi di Padova, via Marzolo 8, I-35131 Padova, Italy.
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Topological entanglements severely interfere with important biological processes. For
this reason, genomes must be kept unknotted and unlinked during most of a cell cycle.
Type II Topoisomerase (TopoII) enzymes play an important role in this process but the
precise mechanisms yielding systematic disentanglement of DNA in vivo are not clear.
Here we report computational evidence that Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes
(SMC) proteins – such as cohesins and condensins – can cooperate with TopoII to
establish a synergistic mechanism to resolve topological entanglements. SMC-driven
loop extrusion (or diffusion) induces the spatial localisation of essential crossings in
turn catalysing the simplification of knots and links by TopoII enzymes even in crowded
and confined conditions. The mechanism we uncover is universal in that it does not
qualitatively depend on the specific substrate, whether DNA or chromatin, or on SMC
processivity; we thus argue that this synergy may be at work across organisms and
throughout the cell cycle.
Genomes are long polymers stored in extremely
crowded and confined environments; the ensuing in-
evitable entanglements are thought to cause DNA dam-
age, interfere with gene transcription, DNA replica-
tion and interrupt anaphase, eventually leading to cell
death [1–3]. In vitro and under dilute conditions, TopoII
proteins efficiently resolve topological entanglements and
stabilise a population of knotted DNA below the ex-
pected value in thermodynamic equilibrium [4]. These
findings can be partially explained by a model where
TopoII enzymes recognise specific DNA-DNA juxtapo-
sitions [5–7]. Yet, how this model can lead to ef-
ficient unknotting and unlinking in crowded environ-
ments and crumpled DNA or chromatin substrates is
unclear [2, 8, 9]. Even more intriguing is the in vitro
experimental finding that, in presence of polycations [10]
or with superstochiometric abundance of TopoII [11], the
action of these proteins may increase the topological com-
plexity of DNA substrates [10, 12, 13].
While it has been suggested that DNA supercoiling
may provide a solution for this problem by promoting
hooked DNA juxtapositions [14–16], this argument is
valid only for naked, highly supercoiled DNA, such as
bacterial plasmids. The understanding of how efficient
topological simplification is achieved in eukaryotes where
the genome is packaged into chromatin remains, on the
other hand, an outstanding and unresolved problem [1,
17].
Here we propose a novel mechanism for efficient topo-
logical simplification in DNA and chromatin in vivo that
is based on the synergistic action of SMC-driven loop ex-
trusion [18–21] (or diffusion [22]) and TopoII. We show
that the sliding of slip-link-like proteins along DNA and
chromatin is sufficient to localise any knotted and linked
regions or their essential crossings, in turn catalysing
their topological simplification. Our simulations reveal
that this mechanism is independent of either substrate
condensation or crowding, and is therefore likely to lead
to unknotting and unlinking even under extreme condi-
tions such as those in the cell nucleus. Finally, we discuss
our model in the context of recent experiments reporting
that SMC proteins are essential to achieve correct sis-
ter chromatid decatenation in metaphase [23], that DNA
damage is frequently found in front of cohesin motion [24]
and that there is a remarkable low frequency of knots in
intracellular chromatin [17].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model and System Set Up
We perform Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations of
a generic polymer substrate modelled as a semi-flexbile
bead-spring circular chain of 500 beads of size σ, taken
to be 2.5 nm for DNA [25] and 10 nm for chromatin [26].
We consider circular chains as representative of DNA
plasmids or stably looped genomic regions such as the
so-called “Topologically Associated Domains” (TADs)
bound by CTCF proteins [27] and knotted and linked
topologies as capturing topological entanglements that
typically occur in genetic materials [8, 17, 28–30] (see
Fig. 1). Unlike previous works [31, 32], here we explic-
itly forbid spontaneous strand-crossing events by impos-
ing that any pair of consecutive beads are connected
by finitely extensible (FENE) springs [33] while non-
consecutive ones are subject to a purely repulsive (WCA)
potential. A Kratky-Porod term is used to set up the
persistence length at lp = 20σ. Note, however, that the
2FIG. 1. Sliding of SMC proteins Localises Topological Entanglements. (A) Schematics of knot localisation starting
from a fully delocalised trefoil via loop extrusion/diffusion. (B) Corresponding Brownian Dynamics simulations. (C) Kymograph
showing the shortest knotted arc along the chain as a function of time. The blue curves show the position of the SMC heads
(h1(t), h2(t)) and demonstrate that the knot localises over time. (D) Schematics of link localisation starting from a delocalised
Hopf link. (E) Corresponding Brownian Dynamics simulations. (F) Kymograph showing the shortest linked segments for the
two polymers. As the SMC protein is loaded on the grey polymer, the linked region in the sister strand is free to slide and this
gives rise to a localised but fluctuating orange-shaded area in the figure. See Supplementary Movies 1 and 2.
results are not qualitatively affected by this choice (SI
Appendix).
A Slip-Link Model for SMC
SMC proteins, including condensin and cohesin, are
thought to regulate genome architecture across organ-
isms by topologically embracing DNA or chromatin in
a slip-link-like fashion [18, 21, 34–36]. Recent experi-
ments in vitro suggest that condensin can move direc-
tionally at a speed v ' 0.6 − 1.5 kb/s [37] and that co-
hesin performs diffusive sliding with diffusion constant
D ' 0.1 − 1µm2/s [38, 39]. Previous work has crudely
modelled SMC proteins as harmonic springs between
non-consecutive chromosome segments which were dy-
namically updated (irrespectively of local constraints) in
order to extrude loops [20, 32, 40]. In contrast, here we
account for both the steric hindrance and the slip-link
nature of the SMC complex by modelling the SMC bond
with a finitely extensible (FENE) spring so that it is en-
ergetically very unfavourable for a third segment to cross
through the gap in between the bonded beads. The two
chromosome segments bound by the SMC protein at time
t, or SMC “heads”, are denoted as h1(t) and h2(t) and
updated at rate κ (SI Appendix). We here focus on pro-
cessive complexes and thus update the location of the
heads as h1(t+dt) = h1(t) + 1 and h2(t+dt) = h2(t)− 1
only if the Euclidean distance between the next pair of
beads is shorter than 1.3σ. This rule ensures that no
third bead can pass through the segments bonded by the
SMC protein during the update step and it effectively
slows down the processivity of the complex depending on
the instantaneous substrate conformation. We highlight
that the speed of the extrusion process does not qualita-
tively affect the synergistic mechanism found here, only
its overall completion time.
3SMC Sliding Localises Topological Entanglements
Thermally equilibrated knotted or linked polymers in
good solvent display weakly localised topological entan-
glements [41–43], i.e. the shortest arc that can be defined
knotted or linked, lK , grows sublinearly with the over-
all contour length L, as lK ∼ L0.75 (see Fig. 1A) [43–
45]. Further topological de-localisation is achieved by
isotropic confinement [46, 47] and crowding [48], both
conditions that are typically found in vivo. Since de-
localisation of essential crossings is likely to hinder
TopoII-mediated topological simplification, it is natu-
ral to ask if there exists a physiological mechanism that
counteracts topological de-localisation in vivo.
To address this question we performed BD simula-
tions of directed loop extrusion on thermalised poly-
mers which display de-localised entanglements (Fig. 1A).
The ensuing extrusion, or growth, of the subtended loop
can be monitored by tracking the location of the SMC
heads h1(t) and h2(t) (see blue curves in Fig. 1C). At
the same time, we used well-established existing algo-
rithms [45, 46] (publicly accessible through the server
http://kymoknot.sissa.it [49]) to compute the short-
est portion of the chain hosting the knot. We observed
that the shortest knotted arc lK , initially spanning a
large portion of the polymer, progressively shrinks into a
region whose boundaries match the location of the SMC
heads. Notably, in the large time limit, all the essential
crossings forming the knot (in Fig, 1 a trefoil, 31) were
observed to be localised within a segment l  L (see
Fig. 1B). A similar localisation effect could be achieved
on a pair of linked polymers (see Fig. 1D-F).
Importantly, SMC-driven topological localisation does
not require a topologically closed (circular) substrate to
function. Physiologically occurring loops, e.g. between
enhancer and promoters [50], CTCFs at TAD bound-
aries [27] or protein bridges [51], define transient and
stably-looped genomic regions which would effectively act
as circular substrates and entrap topological entangle-
ments such as knots and links.
A model for SMC-recruited TopoII
Having shown that SMC complexes can induce the lo-
calisation of topological entanglements, we next asked
whether downstream action of TopoII on localised entan-
glements could provide a fast and efficient mechanism for
topological simplification. To this end, here we propose
a model in which TopoII is directly recruited by SMC
(Fig. 2A) and is motivated by recent experiments report-
ing direct interaction between TopoII and SMC cohesin
in vivo [24, 52]. Our model is qualitatively different from
random passage models for TopoII [32, 53, 54] and it is
practically implemented by allowing only the two nearest
beads in front of the ones forming the SMC heads, i.e.
FIG. 2. SMC-recruited TopoII. (A) Motivated by experi-
mental findings [24, 52], we assume that TopoII is co-localised
with SMC and it is found on the outside of the SMC-mediated
loop (dark segments). (B) Implementation of (A) in a bead-
spring polymer model: the SMC slip-link is enforced by a
FENE bond between blue beads which are updated in time.
TopoII beads (green) are set to display a soft repulsive po-
tential with all other beads thus allowing thermally-activated
strand crossing. Dark and light green beads have different en-
ergy barriers against overlapping (5kBT and 20kBT , respec-
tively). (C-D) Kymographs showing synergistic knot simplifi-
cation: in (C), SMC-driven loop-extrusion localises the short-
est knotted arc while in (D), two SMC localise only the knot’s
essential crossings (see insets). We find that (D) is predomi-
nant for diffusive SMC (SI Appendix). See also Suppl. Movies
3 and 7.
h1/2(t) ± 1, h1/2(t) ± 2, to undergo strand-crossing (SI
Appendix and Fig. 2B).
Localising Topological Entanglements Catalyses
TopoII-mediated Simplification
We first tested whether the local recruitment of TopoII
by SMC can efficiently simplify the substrate topology.
To this end, we performed BD simulations initialised
from equilibrated configurations containing a de-localised
trefoil knot (31) and loaded one SMC protein recruiting a
TopoII enzyme, as discussed in the previous section (see
Fig. 2). We monitored the time evolution of the sub-
strate topology by computing its instantaneous Alexan-
der polynomial [49] while tracking both the position of
the SMC heads and the boundaries of the knotted re-
gion [45]. Remarkably, in all the independent replicas of
the system, the synergy of SMC and TopoII was able to
4FIG. 3. Efficient Unknotting under Confinement. The synergistic action of SMC and TopoII proteins can systematically
simplify knotted substrates even under confinement. Here we show the case of a torus (71) and a twist (72) knots confined
within a sphere with radius Rc/〈Rg〉 ' 1/3. In the snapshots, light-grey beads are the ones that have been extruded by, hence
behind, the SMC. Dark-grey beads are the ones outside the extruded loop. Blue beads mark the location of the SMC heads.
Green and dark-green beads mark the location of TopoII, as described in the text. (A) Unknotting of a 71 knot through the
“cascade” of torus knots 51 and 31. (B) Unknotting of a 72 knot through 52 and 31 knots. Direct simplification 72 → 01 is also
observed in more than half of the simulations (see Table TI and SI Appendix). See Suppl. Movies 4 and 5.
simplify the topology of the substrate down to the unknot
(Fig. 2). Importantly, the topological simplification oc-
curred only after the knot localisation by the single SMC
protein (see Fig. 2C). To explain this finding one may
argue that a localised knot enhances intra-knot contacts
over ones occurring between any other two segments of
the polymer; in turn, this conformational bias favours
the crossing of intra-knot segments and catalyses the de-
crease in topological complexity. Equivalently, one may
recall that the probability of finding an unknot in equi-
librium is exponentially small with the substrate length
L, i.e. P0 ∼ e−L/L0 [55]; inducing knot localisation effec-
tively yields L < L0 thus greatly enlarging the statistical
weight of unknotted conformations.
By loading more than one SMC proteins onto the sub-
strate we discovered that there exist another pathway
for topological simplification. This involves the locali-
sation of the essential crossings but does not lead to a
minimal knotted arc lK  L; this pathway is selected
when a pair of SMCs extrude loops simultaneously from
within and outside the knotted region (see Fig. 2D) and
it yields polymer conformations that are reminiscent of
those computationally observed in DNA knot translo-
cation [56]. Interestingly, this unknotting pathway is
favoured and often observed in simulations of diffusing
slip-links (SI Appendix and Suppl. Movie 7).
For simplicity, we assumed an infinitely long residency
time of SMC proteins. While a population of condensin
is stably bound in mitosis [57], cohesin is known to turn-
over in about τ = 20 minutes through inter-phase [58].
At a speed v ' 1 kb/s [37], SMC proteins can extrude
loops of length l = vτ > Mb during their lifetime. By
diffusing at D ' 0.1 − 1µm2/s [38, 39] SMC proteins
can cover distances of about
√
Dτ ' 200− 700 kb over a
loosely packed chromatin storing 200 bp in 10 nm (SI Ap-
pendix). In either cases the processivity (p = vτ [20] or
p =
√
Dτ [22]) of the SMC is comparable (or larger) than
both, the length of typical TADs – which have median
185 kb in humans [59] – and that of our polymer sub-
strate (200− 500 kb). In the SI Appendix, we show that
when the SMC processivity is shorter than the length
of the substrate our synergistic model can still achieve
topological simplification, albeit in a stochastic sense.
We finally highlight that the observed topological sim-
plification is different from all existing alternative mech-
anisms accounting for the action of TopoII alone [53, 60].
Our mechanism also works in the absence of high levels of
supercoiling, known to provide another non-equilibrium
pathway for post-replicative decatenation [16], but not
documented in eukaryotic chromatin.
Synergistic Topological Simplification is Efficient in
Crowded and Confined Conditions
One of the major problems in elucidating TopoII-
mediated topological simplification in vivo is that it must
“recognise” the global topology of the substrate while
performing local strand-crossings. Hooked DNA juxtapo-
sitions between pre-bent segments may provide a simple
read-out mechanism to simplify localised knots in dilute
conditions [5, 53, 61]. However, this is not a viable path-
way in crowded or confined conditions such as those in
vivo because (i) in dense solutions many DNA-DNA jux-
tapositions occur by random collision regardless of the
local bending and (ii) knots and other forms of topo-
logical entanglement tend to de-localise under isotropic
5confinement [46]. It is thus natural to ask whether the
synergistic mechanism proposed here may provide a ro-
bust pathway to simplify genome topologies under con-
finement, as required within the nucleus of cells. To this
end we performed simulations on polymers displaying
a range of knot types and confined within a sphere of
radius Rc about 3 times smaller than the mean gyra-
tion radius of the same polymer in equilibrium in good
solvent, 〈Rg〉. Remarkably, we discover that the syn-
ergistic action of SMC and TopoII can efficiently sim-
plify the substrate topology even in this extreme con-
finement regime. In particular, as the SMC protein slides
along the crumpled substrate, we observe configurations
in which a third segment is found in front of the ex-
truding fork (see Fig. 3), highly reminiscent of hooked
juxtapositions [60, 61]. Within our model, these events
are spontaneous, in that they are due to the linear reel-
ing in of the substrate through the SMC slip-link. These
findings also suggest that the recruitment of TopoII in
front of the extruding motion of the SMC [52], may be
an evolutionary optimal strategy to resolve topological
entanglements.
A mechanism that can achieve efficient topological
simplification under confinement has never been pro-
posed before and our simulations even suggest that our
model may be the more efficient the stronger the con-
finement (SI Appendix). This can be explained as the
entropic penalty for forming a loop of size l by the SMC
complex scales as ckBT log l with c the contact expo-
nent [22, 62, 63]. Thus, on crumpled substrates, i.e.
c ' 1, the entropic penalty is smaller than on swollen
ones c ' 2.1. This implies that the extrusion/diffusion
of the SMC is less hindered under confinement and the
localisation of the knot is thus achieved more quickly (SI
Appendix, Fig. S4).
Comparison of the Synergistic Versus Random
Passage and Hooked Juxtaposition Models
To compare the efficiency of the mechanism proposed
here against previous models for TopoII, we estimated
the transition probabilities within the space of knots,
P (K1 → K2) by performing 50 simulations starting
from equilibrated polymers tied in a range of differ-
ent knots. Some of the transition probabilities are re-
ported in Table TI, both for free and confined poly-
mers, and are compared with those reported by ran-
dom passage [53, 64] (RP) and hooked juxtaposition [61]
(HJ) models (SI Appendix for full table). The transi-
tion rates towards simpler topologies outperform those
of other TopoII-only models, in particular for more com-
plex knots. For instance, to unknot a 71 we predict the
cascade 71 → 51 → 31 → 01 with probability P (71 →
01) = P (71 → 51)P (51 → 01)P (31 → 01) = 0.98, which
is about 12 times larger than the one predicted by RP
Synergistic RP HJ
Free Confined Free Confined Free
this work this work Ref. [64] this work Ref. [61]
71 → K 0.02 0.06 0.66 0.98 –
71 → 51 0.98 0.92 0.34 0.02 –
71 → 31 0 0.02 0 0 –
52 → K 0 0.1 0.49 0.8 0.26
52 → 31 0.5 0.25 0.2 0.13 0.23
52 → 01 0.5 0.65 0.31 0.07 0.51
51 → K 0 0.06 0.69 0.8 –
51 → 31 1 0.94 0.31 0.13 –
41 → K 0 0.04 0.16 0.84 –
41 → 01 1 0.96 0.84 0.16 –
31 → K 0 0.15 0.22 0.87 0.2
31 → 01 1 0.85 0.78 0.13 0.8
TABLE I. Knot transition probabilities in different models.
Topology simplification through the synergistic model pro-
posed in this work is compared with RP (Ref. [64]) and HJ
(Ref. [61]) models. The confined case is compared with RP
simulations performed in this work. K1 → K denotes tran-
sition to any knot K with equal or larger minimal crossing
number. Full table is given in the SI Appendix.
FIG. 4. Localised versus Random TopoII Under Con-
finement. We perform simulations on a trefoil under confine-
ment R/〈Rg〉 = 1/3 and measure (A) the knotting probability
PK and (B) the fraction of completed loops fe as a function of
time. Our results show that while models of randomly bound
TopoII can lead to substrate unknotting, they entail a return
to equilibrium values of PK once SMCs stop extruding.
models (0.082). This enhanced simplification with re-
spect to RP and HJ models increases with knot com-
plexity and with the degree of confinement. For instance,
under the confinement chosen here, the RP model would
predict a probability P (71 → 51 → 31 → 01) ' 0.002
that is about 300 times smaller than the one achieved by
our synergistic model (0.75).
6Randomly-Bound versus SMC-Localised TopoII
While recent experimental data on SMC cohesin sup-
ports our hypothesis TopoII-SMC co-localisation [24, 52],
such evidence is poorer for condesin and bacterial SMC.
Thus, we tested whether a model in which TopoII is
dynamically and randomly associated with the polymer
during SMC extrusion can still yield efficient topological
simplification. We performed simulations of a confined
trefoil in which a random fraction of contour length φ
is allowed to undergo strand-crossing events and set the
turnover time for TopoII-bound segments to be compa-
rable to that taken to extrude one persistence length (SI
Appendix).
We discovered that the knotting probability PK shows
a non-monotonic behaviour as a function of time for all
models of randomly associated TopoII (Fig. 4A). By mea-
suring the fraction of fully extruded loops fe we observed
that the recovery of PK at large times occurs after fe ' 1.
This is to be expected, since models with randomly as-
sociated TopoII must return to the equilibrium value for
pure random passage events with φ-dependent kinetics.
On the contrary, in our original model where TopoII is
only localised at the SMC, the successfully extruded poly-
mer segments are no longer able to cross each-other and
the topology is thus fixed at all future times. Thus, the
recovery of PK to its equilibrium values is neither ex-
pected nor observed. We thus argue that for randomly-
bound TopoII a continuous flux of dynamically associ-
ated SMC is required in order to maintain a knotting
probability below equilibrium.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have provided numerical evidence for
a new molecular mechanism that can efficiently main-
tain genomes free of entanglements. This is based on the
combined action of SMC-driven extrusion and TopoII-
mediated strand-crossing. The sliding of molecular slip-
links along knotted or linked substrates naturally gen-
erates highly localised entanglements (Fig. 1) in turn
catalysing their simplification through TopoII (Fig. 2),
also under strong confinement (Fig. 3). Importantly,
the envisaged mechanism is universal, in that it works
equally well on DNA or chromatin, closed plasmids or
stably looped linear genomic regions such as TADs, in-
terphase and mitosis and across all life forms that have
evolved TopoII-like and SMC-like proteins.
Our findings show that SMC proteins are indispensable
to correctly decatenate sister chromatids, in agreement
with experiments [65–67] and also shed light on recent
findings reporting the accumulation of DNA damage in
front of cohesin complexes [24]. We argue that the slid-
ing motion of SMC entraps topological entanglements in
turn increasing local stresses that may lead to double-
strand DNA breaks. Our results thus provide compelling
mechanistic evidence for an evolutionary optimal strat-
egy whereby TopoII is actively recruited by SMC com-
plexes [52]. At the same time, we showed that randomly
bound TopoIIs can still yield efficient topological simpli-
fication, if combined with dynamically associated SMCs
(Fig. 4).
Whilst we here assumed unidirectional SMC motion,
we expect that similar physics should be at work for dif-
fusing SMCs [22] as the entropic competition between
slip-links and knots may favour the former under some
conditions [68]; we aim to further explore this avenue in
the future (SI Appendix).
We also argue that an analogous mechanism may take
place during DNA replication, whereby the polymeris-
ing machinery effectively functions as a slip-link and lo-
calises entanglements. TopoII is known to act in front of
the replication fork [69], thus the very same synergistic
mechanism for topological simplification proposed here
may be at play in this context as well. It is also of inter-
est to note that PCNA, the molecular clamp associated
with a processive polymerase [70], recruits components
of repair complexes, which would again be evolutionary
advantageous to resolve entanglement-related DNA dam-
age. All this reinforces the idea that the mechanism we
propose may be universal.
We finally speculate that the remarkable low knotting
probability recently quantified in intracellular chromatin
and its weak or absent scaling with the length of the sub-
strate [17] may be explained by our model as we find it
to be remarkably insensitive to substrate length (SI Ap-
pendix). We hope that our work will ignite new experi-
mental efforts to identify and further characterise novel
synergistic mechanisms that may regulate genome topol-
ogy.
We conclude this work by speculating on an open
question: if TopoII can co-operate with ATP-consuming
SMCs to simplify genome topology, why does it require
ATP to function (as shown in in vitro [4])? A possible
explanation is that the synergy between passive TopoII
and active SMC would still be insufficient to maintain a
functionally viable genome in the cell nucleus. We hope
that either, future models accounting for non-equilibrium
TopoII or experiments exploring the synergy of TopoII
and SMC, may shed light on this intriguing problem.
METHODS
Chromatin/DNA Model
We employ a well established bead-spring polymer
model [33] to describe chromatin and DNA [31]. We ac-
count for excluded volume and chain uncrossability by us-
ing shifted and truncated Lennard-Jones interactions and
finitely extensible springs to prevent thermally-activated
strand-crossing events as discussed in the text (also SI
7Appendix). A publicly available code [49] is used to de-
tect the shortest physically knotted arc within the sub-
strate.
Integration Procedure
Each bead in our simulation is evolved through
the Langevin equation ma∂tt~ra = −∇Ua − γa∂t~ra +√
2kBTγa~ηa(t),where ma and γa are the mass and the
friction coefficient of bead a, and ~ηa is its stochastic
noise vector satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem. U is the sum of the energy fields (SI Appendix).
The simulations are performed in LAMMPS [71] with
m = γ = kB = T = 1 and using a standard velocity-
Verlet algorithm.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Computational Details
A Polymer Model for Chromatin and DNA
substrates
We model a polymer substrate, such as DNA or chro-
matin, as a chain of beads of size σ connected by springs.
This types of models are widely employed in the litera-
ture and have been shown to faithfully capture the phys-
ical behaviour of DNA and chromatin [31, 40, 73, 74].
To ensure that the polymer substrates does not cross
through itself, we impose that any two beads (a, b) at
distance r are subject to a purely repulsive (WCA) po-
tential
UabWCA(r) = kBT
[
4
[(σ
r
)12
−
(σ
r
)6]
+ 1
]
if r ≤ 21/6σ
(1)
and 0 otherwise. Further, we impose that consecu-
tive beads are connected by finitely extensible (FENE)
springs modelled as
UabFENE(r) = −
kfR
2
0
2
ln
[
1−
(
r
R0
)2]
if r ≤ R0 (2)
and ∞ otherwise. Here, kf = 30/σ2 and R0 = 1.5σ
are typical parameters employed to prevent spontaneous
chain crossing [33]. We account for DNA or chro-
matin stiffness by adding a potential controlling the angle
formed by consecutive triplets of beads
UabKP =
kBT lp
σ
[
1− ta · tb|ta||tb|
]
, (3)
where ta and tb are the tangent vectors connecting bead
a to a+ 1 and b to b+ 1 respectively; lp is the persistent
length of the chain and by setting lp = 20σ = 50 nm we
model an average DNA sequence [75] while with kθ =
3 kBT we account for a more flexible polymer with lp =
3σ = 90 nm such as a 30nm chromatin fibre [26].
A MODEL FOR STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE
OF CHROMOSOME PROTEINS
The SMC proteins – such as cohesins and condensins
– are a well-known and widely studied family of pro-
teins [34] that have now been identified as responsible
for dynamic genomic loops in both inter- and meta-
phase [24, 76]. These proteins can be crudely viewed as
physical slip-links [77] that embrace one, or two, double-
stranded DNA and slide along DNA/chromatin [21, 22]
in turn stabilising the formation of dynamic loops [20, 22]
and halting at “anchor” points embodied by converging
CTCF proteins [24, 27]. In this work, we aim to mech-
anistically investigate the generic effect of SMC proteins
on topological entanglements – such as knots and links –
that may be present on DNA or chromatin in interphase
and mitosis. To this end, we propose a generic model
where SMC proteins loaded on the polymer are described
as bonds connecting two non-consecutive beads along the
chain. Importantly, and in marked contrast with recent
models of loop extrusion [20, 32, 40], here we account for
the physical presence of a slip-link-like molecule joining
two segments of chromosomes by forcing the maximum
extension of the bond with a FENE potential so that it is
energetically very unfavourable for a third bead to cross
through the gap in between the joined segments. Again,
this is done to prevent spontaneous events that would
change the local topology of the substrate and that are
not physically possible in real situations. It is worth not-
ing that this detail had not been correctly accounted for
in some of the existing models of loop extrusion [20, 40].
In other words, the SMC protein is modelled by including
a potential
Uh1h2SMC(r) = −
kfR
2
0
2
ln
[
1−
(
r(h1, h2)
R0
)2]
if r ≤ R0
(4)
and ∞ otherwise, and where h1 and h2 are the instanta-
neous position of the two segments of chromosome bound
by the SMC protein at time t (or the SMC “heads”). At
rate κ = 0.01τ−1B (τB ≡ σ2/D is the Brownian time of
a bead, see below), we change the position of the heads
via the following protocol:
h1(t+ dt) = h1(t) + 1 and
h2(t+ dt) = h2(t)− 1 if d(h1, h2) ≤ 1.3σ
h1(t+ dt) = h1(t) and
h2(t+ dt) = h2(t) otherwise or if h1 = h2 .
(5)
Thus, the SMC enlarges the loop formed by two
monomers on average every 100 Brownian times only if
the distance between the next pair of beads is shorter
than or equal to 1.3σ in 3D space. This choice en-
sures that no third bead can pass through the beads
bonded by the SMC protein and it effectively slows down
the speed of the complex from vmax = 2σκ to about
v ' 0.1 vmax. Unless otherwise stated, we will consider
vmax = 0.02σ/τB . Yet, we stress that the speed of the
extrusion (or diffusion) process does not affect the effi-
ciency of the synergistic mechanism we uncover in this
work.
Mapping to Real Units
Given the size of a bead σ and the energy scale kBT
(at room temperature), we can derive the typical (Brow-
nian) time taken for a bead to diffuse its own size as
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τB = σ
2/D = 3piησ3/kBT . Using the viscosity of the
nucleoplasm η ' 200cP [78] we obtain that our simu-
lated Brownain time corresponds to τB = 7µs for DNA
and τB = 12 ms for a 30nm chromatin fibre. The initial
state of our simulations is an equilibrated polymer con-
formation (without SMC proteins acting on it) that is ob-
tained running 105 τB steps, i.e. of the order of seconds
for DNA and tens of minutes for chromatin. Production
runs in which SMC proteins are loaded on the polymer
also typically cover 105 τB steps which we find is enough
for complete knot localisation.
Topoisomerase Model
In contrast to previous works which crudely model the
action of TopoII as a uniform non-zero probability of
strand-crossing events [31, 32, 54], here we assume that
TopoII is locally recruited by the SMC protein and it is
loaded on the outside of the loop subtended by the com-
plex (see below for extensions of our model that relax
this assumption). Thus, here only the two beads (about
60 nm) in front of the ones forming the SMC complex
are allowed to undergo strand-crossing events. In sim-
ple terms, if h1,2(t) are the positions of the SMC heads
then (h1(t)− 1, h1(t)− 2) and (h2(t) + 1, h2(t) + 2) are
the beads associated to TopoII. In practice, we set the
interaction of these beads with all other beads as a soft
repulsion
UTopo = A
[
1 + cos
(
pir
rc
)]
. (6)
To avoid numerical instabilities which may occur due to
the dynamic update of the SMC heads, we tune A so that
it displays an increasing energy gradient, i.e. the furthest
bead from the SMC complex is set to have A = 5kBT
while the closer one A = 20kBT . This ensures that when
the position of the SMC is updated, it is unlikely for
two beads interacting through the WCA potential to be
overlapping.
Integration Procedure
The total energy field experienced by bead a is the
sum of all the pairwise and triplet interactions involving
all other beads, i.e.
Ua =
∑
b 6=a
[
UabWCA +
(
UabFENE + U
ab
bend
)
(δb,a+1 + δb,a−1)
]
+
+ UabSMC(t)δa,h1δb,h2 , (7)
where the Kronecker deltas δi,j indicate that bond and
angle potentials are restricted to consecutive beads along
the polymer and that the SMC potential is acting on
the beads corresponding to the SMC heads. The time
evolution of each bead in the system is thus governed by
the following Langevin equation,
ma
d2~ra
dt2
= −∇Ua − γa d~ra
dt
+
√
2kBTγa~ηa(t), (8)
where ma and γa are the mass and the friction coefficient
of bead a, and ~ηa is its stochastic noise vector obeying
the following statistical averages:
〈η(t)〉 = 0; 〈ηa,α(t)ηb,β(t′)〉 = δabδαβδ(t− t′), (9)
where the Latin indices represent particle indices and
the Greek indices represent Cartesian components. The
last term of Eq. (8) represents the random collisions
caused by the solvent particles and, for simplicity, we
assume all beads have the same mass and friction co-
efficient (i.e. ma = m and γa = γ) and finally set
m = γ = kB = T = 1. Equation (8) is integrated using
a standard velocity-Verlet algorithm, which is performed
using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Par-
allel Simulator (LAMMPS) [71]. For the simulation to
be efficient yet numerically stable, we set the integration
time step to be (unless otherwise stated) ∆t = 0.01 τB ,
where τB is the Brownian time mentioned previously.
Circular Polymers Mimic Plasmids or Stably
Looped Genomic Regions
Our choice to consider circular polymers as substrate
for the synergistic action of SMC and TopoII is motivated
by the following arguments. First, circular genomes ex-
ist in nature, for instance plasmids in bacteria and mini-
rings in the kinetoplast DNA [79] (our polymers would
correspond to a DNA molecule L = Nσ = 1.25µm ' 4
kbp long if taking σ = 2.5 nm). Second, although eukary-
otic genomes are not topologically closed such as bacte-
rial plasmids, they are transiently looped by bridge pro-
teins [50]. In particular, the size of the polymers consid-
ered here would map to L = 500 kbp if coarse-graining
a chromatin fibre with thickness σ = 10 nm = 1 kbp
(tightly packed chromatin) or L = 100kbp if consider-
ing σ = 10 nm = 200 bp (loosely packed chromatin).
The length of so-called “Topologically Associated Do-
mains” (TADs) in humans ranges from 40kbp to 3Mbp
with a median of 185 kbp [27]; thus the polymers con-
sidered here would represent typical TADs. Increasing
evidence suggest that TADs are stably looped by CTCF
complexes [27, 59, 80] and therefore any non-trivial topo-
logical state (a knot or a link) assumed by TADs would be
topologically trapped as long as the TAD itself is looped.
For these reasons we argue that our choice of polymer
size and global topology (that of a ring) correctly capture
the length-scales and topological problem faced in vivo
by bacterial and eukaryotic cells.
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FIG. 5. Considering a circular polymer as a substrate not
only mimics bacterial plasmids and DNA mini-rings but also
stably looped genomic regions in eukaryotes. These regions
may be looped by chromatin-binding proteins such as tran-
scription factors (e.g., HMGB2 [81]) and Polymerases, but
also by CTCF [59] in the case of TADs.
Knot Inversion via SMC Extrusion
In this section we report a localisation events that
starts from a SMC loading occurring within the short-
est knotted arc. Such an event is not unlikely, since
(i) the knot is originally delocalised and thus occupies
a non-negligible contour length of the polymer and (ii)
the loading of a SMC is a local event that cannot measure
non-local topology. We inspected out simulations and in
Fig. 6 we report a kymograph of one such an event. As
one can notice, the boundaries of the knot are first in-
flated and then, because of globally closed topology of
the underlying polymer, wrapped around and collapsed.
This event thus lead to full knot localisation as the case
in which the SMC is loaded outside the shortest knotted
arc.
Localisation Efficiency as a function of Number of
SMC
It is reasonable to ask whether the synergistic effect
we uncover in this work may be made more efficient by
considering multiple SMC extruding loops on the same
substrate. To answer this question we perform simula-
tions in which we simultaneously load 1, 2 and 4 SMC
complexes at a random position along a polymer which
is tied in a trefoil knot. The interaction between SMC
heads is here considered mutually exclusive, i.e. if two
SMC heads are found on consecutive beads and moving
in opposite directions they remain still as cannot overlap
on the same bead. In these simulations we discover two
seemingly counter-intuitive effects:
1. the knots which become localised do so in shorter
FIG. 6. The figure shows a kymograph of the shortest knot-
ted segment (grey shade and black lines) together with the
instantaneous location of the SMC heads (shades of blue). In
particular, this kymograph shows an event of knot inversion
by loading a SMC protein within the shortest knotted arc at
time 0.
time when multiple SMC are loaded (Fig.S 7A);
2. the probability to find a localised knot (here prac-
tically defined as one made by less than 50 beads)
at large times decreases with the number of SMC
(Fig.S 7B);
The former finding can be readily explained by the fact
that multiple SMC can extrude more contour length on
the same unit of time. Yet, the decrease in localisation
probability is more puzzling.
By close inspection of the simulation trajectories we
discover that this reduction in localisation probability is
due to situations in which two or more SMC proteins
are simultaneously loaded within and outside a knotted
region. These situations may lead to trapped conforma-
tions that stabilise a delocalised knotted state (see kymo-
graph and snapshots Fig. 7). On the contrary, a single
SMC, even if loaded within a knotted region can turn
the knot “inside-out” and ultimately generate a fully lo-
calised knot.
Unknotting is Favoured Under Confinement
As mentioned in the main text, we find that the pro-
posed synergistic mechanism between SMC and TopoII
can simplify knots even under strong confinement. Be-
cause of this, we argue that this pathway may be at work
in vivo. Here, we further characterise this finding by
quantifying the rate of knot localisation as a function of
confinement. To this end, we perform different sets of
40 independent simulations in which a trefoil knot tied
along a N = 300 beads polymer is confined within a
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FIG. 7. (A) Box plots showing the distribution of localisation times on a polymer substrate N = 500 beads long and with SMC
moving at rate κ = τ−1Br . [Here a knot is considered localised if its shortest arc spans less than 50 beads]. (B) Probability to
find a localised knot at large times as a function of the number of SMC proteins simultaneously loaded on the substrate. (C)
Kymograph of a simulation for a polymer tied in a trefoil knot and with 2 SMC loaded at time t = 0. The shortest arc that
can be defined knotted (after suitable closure [46]) is shaded in grey. The 4 SMC heads are shown in shades of blue. One of
the two SMC is loaded within the knotted region at time t = 0, whereas the other is outside it. Eventually, heads belonging to
different SMC meet and stall, thereby stabilising a delocalised knot. (D) Snapshot from the same simulation used to generate
(C) and showing extruded segments in light grey and the polymer backbone in dark grey. One can see that essential crossings
are localised (inset). (E) Snapshot highlighting the shortest arc that can be defined knotted in blue, while the rest of the
polymer is showed in dark grey. These snapshots shows that even if essential crossings are localised, the knot itself need not
be. This conformation has been recently found in simulations of translocation of knotted DNA [56]). See Supplementary Movie
M6. (F) Including Topo2 localised in front of SMC leads to the unknotting of a knot whose essential crossings are localised.
The arrowhead in F indicates the unknotting event.
sphere of varying radius Rc and subject to the action
of a single SMC. We consider a range of values for Rc
ranging from tight confinement Rc = 10σ ' 〈Rg〉/3 to
Rc = 50σ > 〈Rg〉, where 〈Rg〉 is the typical size of the
polymer in equilibrium in good solvent and under no con-
finement.
Remarkably, we discover that the typical localisation
time (here practically defined as the first time at which
the shortest knotted arc spans less than 50 beads) is
shorter the stronger is the confinement (see Fig. 8). We
argue that this puzzling finding can be explained by the
following argument: the entropic penalty associated with
the formation of a loop of length l is S/kB ∼ c log l where
c is the exponent determining the decay of the contact
probability Pc(l) ∼ l−c. For a crumpled polymer, i.e.
the conformation assumed under confinement, the con-
tact exponent c = νd = 1, whereas for a swollen coil in
good solvent (self-avoiding), c ' 2.1 [62]. For this reason,
the entropic penalty grows more steeply for a swollen coil
than for a crumpled globule. In turn, this implies that
the loop extruding action of the SMC protein is entrop-
ically favoured (or less hindered) under confinement, in
qualitative agreement with our findings (see Fig. 8).
Synergistic Unknotting is Insensitive to Substrate
Length
In this section we provide a more quantitative, albeit
not definitive, examination of efficiency of the proposed
synergistic simplification as a function of the length of the
substrate. Because of the largely fluctuating 3D confor-
mations assumed by long polymers, the random passage
and hooked juxtaposition models are known to be sen-
sitive on this parameter [82]. To compare these models
with the one proposed here, we perform 4 sets of 50 inde-
pendent simulations starting from an equilibrated (and
unconfined) polymer tied as a 71 knot with varying length
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FIG. 8. Average localisation time of a trefoil knot tied along
a polymer N = 300 beads long, under confinement within a
sphere and subject to the action of a single SMC moving at
rate κ = 0.1τ−1Br . The error bars represent the standard error
of the mean.
M = 300 M = 500 M = 1000 M = 2000
71 → K 0 0.02 0 0.1
71 → 51 1 0.98 1 0.9
51 → K 0 0 0 0.03
51 → 31 1 1 0.97 0.97
51 → 01 0 0 0.03 0
31 → K 0 0 0 0.03
31 → 01 1 1 1 0.97
TABLE II. Comparison of unknotting pathways for a 71 knot
tied along a polymer of lengthM in unconfined conditions and
subject to the synergistic unknotting. To obtain this table, 50
independent simulations were initialised from a 71 state and
the transition to other knot types recorded. k1 → K denotes
a transition to any knot type with minimal crossing number
larger than k1.
M , ranging from 300 to 2000. If one takes σ = 2.5 nm
as the diameter of DNA, then this range compares to
750− 5000 bp. In Table T II we report the values of the
transitions k1 → k2 observed for these different lengths
of the substrate.
As one can notice, we find that for M = 300 the 71
is taken to the unknot through 51 and 31 with proba-
bility 1 and this probability is only mildly, if at all, af-
fected for longer substrates. We highlight that this find-
ing is likely to due to the fact that TopoII strand-crossing
occurs more likely in pre-localised topological entangle-
ments, thus strongly biasing their simplification over the
increase in complexity.
In other words, while the time to localise a knot in-
creases on longer substrates, the simplification cascade
towards the unknot is virtually unaffected. In light of
this insensitivity, we reason that if this mechanism is at
work in vivo, then the knot probability in intracellular
chromatin should only weakly depend on the length of
the fibre under consideration. Intriguingly, this observa-
tion is consistent with very recent experimental findings
on the knotting of chromatin fires in vivo [17].
Loading and Unloading SMC Complexes
SMC proteins, cohesin and condensin, have a finite
residency time on chromatin [83, 84]. For cohesin, this
is typically of the order of τ = 20 minutes [58]. On
the contrary, the model considered up to now assumed
that SMC would never disassociate from the substrate.
This assumption is well justified only in the regime in
which SMC proteins cover a length at least equal to the
polymer size L before disassociating. We now show that
this condition is met for the cases considered in this pa-
per: considering a thickness of 10nm (typical for loosely
packed chromatin) our polymer made of 500 beads de-
scribes a L = 100 − 500 kb segment (by coarse graining
either 200 bp or 1 kbp into 10 nm). Typical TAD sizes
are in the range 40 kb - 3 Mbp, with a median of 185
kb [59]. Thus our polymer represents a typical TAD in
the scenario of loosest compaction (200 bp = 10 nm), or
a large one in the case of tight compaction (1 kbp = 10
nm). In practice, we argue that in vivo chromatin com-
paction is heterogeneous, and that our polymer is well
representative of a typical TAD in vivo.
With these numbers in mind, one should now con-
sider typical extrusion (or diffusion) speeds of cohesin
and condensin complexes in order to predict whether a
SMC protein would be able to extrude a loop ' L before
disassociating at time τ . A useful parameter to bear in
mind in this context is the processivity [20] p = vτ which
captures the typical distance covered by a unidirectional
SMC within time τ (for a diffusing SMC this parameter
is equivalent to p =
√
Dτ).
SMC can actively or diffusively extrude loops
comparable to large TADs before disassociating
We recall that recent experiments in vitro on con-
densin [37] measured an extrusion speed of at least 0.6
kb/s whereas indirect measurement using HiC in vivo
obtained 0.2 kb/s [76] for eukaryotic and 0.9 kb/s [85]
for bacterial condensin, respectively. It is thus ready to
compute the range of distances travelled by condensin be-
fore disassociating (using τ = 20 min): 240 kbp [76], 720
kbp [37] and 1Mbp [85]. These numbers are systemati-
cally larger than the size of chromatin fibre considered in
this work which correspond to typical TADs in vivo. We
thus argue that the assumption of permanently loaded
SMC is a good approximation for typical TADs in vivo.
In the case of cohesin in interphase, in vitro exper-
iments could not find unidirectional motion but mea-
sured an apparent diffusion constant of 1.72µm2/s [86],
3.8µm2/s [39] and 0.25µm2/s [38]. A lower and up-
per bound of diffused lengths within τ = 20 min and
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chromatin compaction C = 0.1 kb/nm (1kbp=10nm) are
p ' 1.7− 6.7 Mbp. [The minimum mobility to span 500
kbp in 20 minutes via diffusion would be D = 0.02µm2/s
at this chromatin compaction]. Whereas for the loosest
chromatin fibre C = 0.02 kb/nm (200 bp = 10 nm) the
range of distance covered is p ' 0.35− 1.35 Mbp.
As one can notice, diffusion of a cohesin over a chroma-
tinised substrate can effectively span larger TADs than
unidirectional condensin stepping (or hopping) on naked
DNA [22]. In particular, we find that for both diffusing
and actively extruding SMC, one can safely think SMC
proteins to be permanently loaded over substrates with
length of typical TADs in vivo (about 200 kbp). It is also
intriguing to notice that “stripes” in HiC maps which are
linked to cohesin are most abundant in TADs within this
range of lengths [24].
This approximation breaks down at the length scale
of very large TADs, as neither extruding nor diffusing
cohesins can systematically cover length-scales of more
than about L ∼ 1 Mbp before disassociating. For this
reason, in the next section we perform additional simu-
lations of dynamically loaded SMC in order to study the
limits of the proposed topological simplification mecha-
nism and show that it is still valid in a stochastic sense
rather than a systematic one.
Polymer Statistics and Unknotting via Processive
SMC
In this section we discuss the results from several sets
of simulations in which SMC proteins are dynamically
loaded and unloaded at a certain rate κ = 1/τ . Every
time a SMC disassociates, we load a new one so that
there is always one SMC bound at any one time (see
Fig. 9 for an example of a kymograph). The disassocia-
tion time τ gives an upper bound on the length covered
by an SMC with maximum speed vmax, which we here
choose to be vmax = 0.2σ/τB , i.e. an update on the posi-
tion of both SMC heads is performed every 10 Brownian
times. In this model, the time spent by any one SMC on
the polymer follows a Poissonian statistics with mean τ ,
yet because of our conditional rule on the update move,
the effective speed is v < vmax. This implies that the
effective processivity is also shorter than the maximum
one, i.e. p = vτ < pmax = vmaxτ .
By measuring the distance covered by SMC at the un-
loading event, we recover the real distribution of lengths
spanned alongside the real residency time of the SMCs.
These are reported in Fig. 10 for two choices of τ . We ob-
serve that the effective speed v ' 0.125vmax so that the
real SMC processivity p is about 8 times shorter than the
one set externally, i.e. p = pmax/8.
As shown in Fig. 10, the statistics of unloading times
and lengths correctly follows a Poissonian process; thus,
the distribution of covered lengths is
P (l) =
1
p
e−l/p (10)
where p is the processivity. The probability to observe
an event with residency time longer than τ ′ and hence
length covered larger than l′ is
p>l′ =
∫ ∞
l′
P (l)dl = 1−
∫ l′
0
P (l)dl (11)
and the typical number of events required to observe one
such an event is simply 1/p>l′ = e
l′/p.
For instance, for p = 30 and l′ = 500 one is required to
sample ne ∼ e17 ∼ 25 106 events in order to observe one
with processivity longer than 500 beads. For p = 125 this
sampling number goes down to ne ' 50, and indeed this
is roughly what we find to be enough in order to untie
a knotted polymer via SMC with effective processivity
p = 125 < L = 500 (see Fig. 11).
Accordingly, to localise and then untie a knot on a 2
Mbp TAD through a SMC with speed 0.6 kbp/s and res-
idency time τ = 20 min one needs to sample on average
16 events, which may be roughly compatible with (if not
underestimating) the number of cohesins loaded on a sin-
gle TAD through interphase. We thus argue that while
the approximation of infinite residency time is not kinet-
ically accurate when p < L, the unknotting mechanism
is still valid at times large enough to sample eL/p SMC
loading/unloading events.
It is finally worth stressing that loading multiple (non-
nested) SMC will linearly accelerate this process further.
RANDOMLY-BOUND VERSUS
SMC-LOCALISED TOPOII
To study the case in which TopoII is randomly bound
on the substrate (Fig. 4 of main text) we performed at
least 100 simulations for each value of TopoII density
φ = 1, 10, 100% and compared the knotting probability
obtained by averaging over from 100 simulations done
with a SMC-localised TopoII.
To do these simulations we started with a confined
trefoil knot with N = 500 beads and either (i) loaded
one extruding SMC at random and placed beads with soft
interactions in front of SMC or (ii) loaded one extruding
SMC at random and placed φN TopoII beads which we
set as having soft interactions with the others.
As done in previous cases the SMC heads were up-
dated every 10 τB steps, meaning a maximum speed
vmax = 0.2σ/τB or a real speed of about v = vmax/8
(see above). In the case of dynamical and randomly
bound TopoII, the soft-interacting beads were set to be
dynamically replaced along the substrate on average ev-
ery τT = 10
3τB meaning that the SMC complex can effec-
tively cover a length vmaxτT /8 ' 20σ. For the case with
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FIG. 9. Randomly loaded SMC proteins with processivity shorter than the polymer size (here we set pmax = 100σ and effective
processivity p ' 25σ on a polymer of length L = 500σ, see text for more details). The mid panel shows a kymograph of the
knotted region (grey) and the position of SMC heads (blue). The top panel shows the instantaneous length of shortest knotted
arc lK (dashed line marks l = 50 beads). Bottom panels are zoom ins highlighting two different events: on the left a SMC is
loaded within the minimum knotted arc and expands it, on the right several SMC are loaded on the flanks of the knot and
reduce its size.
φ = 1 we simply set all the beads to be softly repelling
all others, thus allowing bead-bead overlaps.
Diffusive SMCs can Undo Knots by Localising
Essential Crossings
To model diffusing SMCs, we update the position of
the two heads independently, and move them either for-
ward or backward with probability 1/2. As before, the
actual update is still conditional to the new Euclidean
distance being shorter than the FENE bond. In order to
speed up the simulations, we consider a shorter substrate
(L = 100 beads = 100 kb) and perform update moves
every Brownian time. This is equivalent to a maximum
mobility of 1σ2/τBr = 200kbp
2/s = 0.02µm2/s (using
τBr = 0.5ms for a 10nm fibre), which is still smaller
than that of cohesin in vitro [38]. We further recall that
due to our conditional updating rule on the position of
SMC heads, the actual simulated diffusion is even slower
than this value.
We perform simulations starting from a trefoil knot,
randomly load NL = 5 SMC proteins and place 2 soft
repulsive beads either (i) located in front of one of the
NL SMC (picked at random at every update timestep)
or (ii) located randomly along the contour. In practice,
to avoid numerical instabilities, case (ii) is modelled by
setting a random pair of consecutive beads as “Topo2-
active”, i.e. subject to soft repulsive potential with the
other beads with maximum energy barrier  = 4kBT and
before returning them to the Lennard-Jones potential,
they are transiently set to a “Topo2-removing” state in
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FIG. 10. Distribution of SMC residency times (orange circles)
follows an exponential decay with typical time (A) τ = 103τB
and (B) τ = 2 103τB . The maximum speed is here set to
vmax = 0.2σ/τB so that one expects a maximum processivity
(A) p = vτ = 200σ and (B) p = vτ = 400σ. The distribu-
tion of lengths covered by the SMC (blue squares) is instead
captured by an exponential with effective processivity about
(A) p = 25σ and (B) p = 50σ (corresponding to an effective
velocity v = 0.125vmax). The peak at short lengths is due to
the chosen persistence lengths of about 20 beads.
which they still interact via a soft potential but with a
larger repulsive barrier ( = 20kBT ).
We discover that both sets of simulations yield to un-
knotting (see Fig. 12) and that this process is not an-
ticipated by the localisation of the knotted arc, but by
through the localisation of the essential crossings as also
seen for the case of extruding SMCs (Fig. 7C-E). In
Fig. 12C we show two consecutive snapshots in which
the trefoil is being untied from a substrate with NL = 2
diffusive SMCs.
Table of Transitions in Knot Space
In Table III we report a transition rates for all the
topologies studied in this work. We recall that these
transitions are calculated by performing at least 50 sim-
ulations initialised with a given topology. Every time the
FIG. 11. SMC proteins with effective processivity p = 125σ <
L = 500σ achieve stochastic efficient unknotting of a trefoil.
The system needs to sample about ne = 1/p>L = e
L/p ' 50
events before observing one spanning the full contour. The
figure shows a kymograph of the knotted region (grey) and
the position of SMC heads (blue). The top panel shows the
case of fixed loading (at bead 10) while the bottom panel
shows the case with random loading. Arrowheads point to
the unknotting event.
knot changes topology we record the event and finally
compute the probability to end up in another knotted
state. From the table it is evident that torus knots follow
“cascades” whereas twist knots (72 and 52) have a non
negligible probability to be unknotted in one step. Rates
from random passage and hooked juxtaposition models
are obtained from other works as shown in the table.
These models extract transition rates on freely diffusing
and flexible polymers. To faithfully compare transition
rates in the confined case we thus performed simulations
of the random passage model under the same confine-
ment conditions as the ones for the synergistic case. See
main text for detailed discussion.
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Synergistic (this work) RP HJ RP
Free Confined Free Ref. [53] Free Ref. [64] Free Ref. [61] Confined (this work)
72 → K 0 0.02 – 0.5 – –
72 → 52 0.31 0.43 – 0.25 – –
72 → 51 0 0.02 – 0.005 – –
72 → 01 0.69 0.52 – 0.24 – –
71 → K 0.02 0.06 – 0.66 – 0.98
71 → 51 0.98 0.92 – 0.34 – 0.02
71 → 31 0 0.02 – 0 – 0
61 → K 0 0.04 0.15 0.3 – –
61 → 41 0.39 0.33 0.53 0.44 – –
61 → 01 0.61 0.63 0.32 0.26 – –
52 → K 0 0.1 0.11 0.49 0.26 0.80
52 → 31 0.5 0.25 0.53 0.2 0.23 0.13
52 → 01 0.5 0.65 0.36 0.31 0.51 0.07
51 → K 0 0.06 0.15 0.69 – 0.8
51 → 31 1 0.94 0.85 0.31 – 0.13
41 → K 0 0.04 0.08 0.16 – 0.84
41 → 01 1 0.96 0.92 0.84 – 0.16
31 → K 0 0.15 0.1 0.22 0.2 0.87
31 → 01 1 0.85 0.9 0.78 0.8 0.13
TABLE III. Knot transition probabilities in different models. Topology simplification through the synergistic model proposed
in this work is compared with RP (Ref. [64]) and HJ (Ref. [61]) models. The confined case is compared with RP simulations
performed in this work. K1 → K denotes transition to any knot K with equal or larger minimal crossing number. (HJ, hooked
juxtaposition; RP, Random Passage).
Movies Captions
Colour scheme: Dark-grey beads mark the polymer
backbone. Light-grey beads the beads belonging to the
extruded portion of the polymer. Blue beads the location
of SMC heads. Green beads the location of TopoII.
1. Supplementary Movie M1: Localisation of a trefoil
knot driven by a single processive SMC protein;
2. Supplementary Movie M2: Localisation of a Hopf
link driven by a single processive SMC protein;
3. Supplementary Movie M3: Localisation and simpli-
fication of a trefoil knot via synergistic SMC-driven
extrusion and Topo2-mediated strand crossing;
4. Supplementary Movie M4: Localisation of a trefoil
knot under spherical confinement driven by a single
processive SMC protein;
5. Supplementary Movie M5: Step-wise simplification
of a 71 knot under spherical confinement;
6. Supplementary Movie M6: Simultaneous extrusion
of two parallel SMC proteins localise essential cross-
ings but stabilise a delocalised knotted state (short-
est knotted arc is shown in cyan); this state can be
simplified by TopoII recruited by SMC.
7. Supplementary Movie M7: Unknotting of a trefoil
by two diffusing SMC proteins (blue beads). At
each time step one SMC is selected at random, and
a TopoII (green beads) is located in front of its
motion.
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FIG. 12. We perform simulations of diffusive SMC proteins
on a 100 beads long polymer (tied in a trefoil knot) with co-
localised (A) and random (B) action of Topo2. Both sets
of simulations can yield unknotted substrates. Since we do
not observe the localisation of the knotted arc, we argue that
this unknotting pathway proceeds through the localisation
of essential crossings, as more clearly illustrated in Fig. 7E.
Thus, we require NL > 1 in order to unknot polymers. In C
we show an unknotting event with NL = 2. In the snapshots,
blue beads mark SMC heads while green beads are TopoII-
bound segments.
